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Obama smokes pot, so what! He's still a murdering Corporate Lackey
by staff report via dasha - SMH Saturday, May 26 2012, 1:46am
international / mass media / other press

The corporate mass media has released a story in the hope that it will engender more
identification and humanity to cold-blooded, civilian killing, HEARTLESS criminal,
Obama; the stakes are high, four more years -- the propaganda campaign is on for young
and old.

ha ha, har!
It began with his support for gay marriage, though we should not forget that 'marriage' is an ultraconservative institution. That exercise actually attempts to integrate (once considered deviant)
homosexuals into a conservative world of social order and control -- we should never forget, it is the
State that has the last word on family (marriage) law!
Have we taken a shine to our smooth talking, lying, black killer yet? No, because homosexuals are a
tiny minority, though they disproportionately occupy positions of power and influence these days,
including the presidency, do your research on Obama and you'll soon discover that he likes to be
fellated (have his cock sucked) by 'white' homosexual males, interesting! But he's the elite's 'golden
haired boy' (LOL) and they will get their second term out of him, rest assured.
So what are we to make of this most 'astonishing' revelation -- compare this information with his
orders to launch civilian/child-killing Drone strikes in Central Asia and Africa and you may get some
perspective and begin to view the machinations of mass media plutocrats more transparently.
So, for convenience, here are all the latest revelations on Obama that stand up to scrutiny; Obama
was born in Kenya (what now, Donald Trump?); he is bi-sexual, smokes pot and snorts blow/coke -big fuckin' deal! As radical as this info may appear to the bible belt, it is rather tame stuff in the
world today, compare to Bill Clinton, who liked getting his cocked sucked by fat, young Jewesses.
But I suppose Americans have always been a prudish insular bunch -- they live in an American
cultural prison regardless of their geographic location. But what is more important to astute
observers is that REAL news is taking a back seat to this distracting puerile and prurient
transparent propaganda.
But we're not going to take our eye off the ball are we? Obama's primary characteristics are his
duplicity and deceit, he is a stinking LIAR, pure and simple; he is completely subservient to the
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criminal banker/financial elites that placed him in office; he is by his own (indirect) admission,
heartless and cruel, 'you won't see it (the child killing drone missile) coming.' He is a traitor to
democracy and the American people, he unashamedly serves unrepresentative, wealthy (Bilderberg)
minority elites.
Read the following report carefully and remember to vote for him or the other owned conservative
clown, won't you? And never forget, 'the price of ignorance is slavery!'
Report from the SMH follows (and there'll be more of the same to come):
Obama's pot-smoking days in the Choom Gang
The new excerpts, which were widely distributed over the internet following their
publication on Friday on the website buzzfeed.com, say that when Mr Obama attended
the elite Punahou School in Hawaii, he went by the name Barry and was a member of a
group of boys called the Choom Gang who loved to play basketball and smoke marijuana.
The group derived its name from the slang word choom, which means to smoke, and any
Choom Gang members caught daring to exhale before absorption was total ''were
assessed a penalty'' and faced being ''skipped the next time the joint came around'',
according to the book.
All told, the future president is said to have been a bit of a drag.
''When a joint was making the rounds, he often elbowed his way in, out of turn, shouted
'Intercepted!' and took an extra hit,'' said Maraniss.
He also reportedly popularised ''roof hits'' after smoking in cars with the windows
closed: ''When the pot was gone, they tilted their heads back and sucked in the last bit of
smoke from the ceiling."
Former members told Maraniss that the gang's favoured vehicle was a ''Volkswagen bus,
also known as the Choomwagon'', that belonged to a fellow member, Mark Bendix.
The disclosures are unlikely to harm Mr Obama politically.
In addition to a relaxation in attitudes towards soft drugs since Bill Clinton's confession
20 years ago, voters knew when they elected him in 2008 that Mr Obama had also tried
cocaine while a university student in New York.
Recalling personal struggles from that time in his 1995 memoir, Dreams From My
Father, Mr Obama wrote: ''Pot had helped, and booze; maybe a little blow when you
could afford it.''
He added that he had never tried heroin.
A Rasmussen poll earlier this month claimed that 56 per cent of Americans favoured
legalising and regulating marijuana like alcohol and tobacco, while 36 per cent remained
opposed.
None the less, the future president appears to have been remarkably indiscreet about his
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activities. In his high school yearbook entry he thanked the ''Choom Gang, and Ray for
all the good times''.
Though all other members of the Choom Gang went on to succeed in life, the dealer who
supplied them with marijuana was later beaten to death, the book said.
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